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Biblical Studies


Theology


Hayward, James L. *The creation/evolution controversy: an annotated bibliography.* Lanham: Scarecrow Press, 1998. $49.00


Church History


Denominations and Sects of the Christian Church


*Clergy of Derry and Raphoe*. Belfast: Ulster Historical Foundation, 1999. 0901905879 $120.00

*Clergy of Down and Dromore*. Belfast: Ulster Historical Foundation, 1996. 0901905712 $120.00


Eleftheriou, Basil E. *Encyclopedia of the major saints and fathers of the Orthodox Church*. Minneapolis: Light & Life, 2000. 1880971518 $30.00


*The Phillimore atlas and index of parish registers*. Edited by Cecil R. Humphery-Smith. Chichester: Phillimore, 1995. 0850339502 $165.00


World Christian encyclopedia: a comparative survey of churches and religions in the mod-
Missions


Religions


Melton, J. Gordon. *Religious leaders of America: a biographical guide to founders and leaders of religious bodies, churches and spiritual groups in North America.* 2nd ed. Detroit: Gale Research, 1999. 0810388782 $143.00


**Culture and Social Sciences**


**Language and Literature**


*The New encyclopedia of Christian quotations.* Compiled by Mark Water. Grand Rapids:
Baker Books, 2001. 0801012066 $60.00


**History**


**Philosophy and Psychology**


Watkin, Julia. *Historical dictionary of Kierkegaard’s philosophy.* Lanham: Scarecrow
Genealogical Sources
The County and city of Cork post office general directory. 1842-1843 : containing the names, seats and post towns of the nobility, gentry and clergy of the county at large. alphabetically arranged. Limited ed. North Sydney : Library of Australian History, 1996. 0908120915 $35.00


Register of the Cathedral Church of St. Columb, Derry, 1703-1732. Edited by Colin Thomas with Aubrey Fielding. Dublin : Representative Church Body Library, 1997. 0952300060 $32.00


The Registers of Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin. Edited by Raymond Refausse with Colm Lennon. Dublin : Four Courts Press, 1998. 1851823441 $86.00


Miscellaneous


Southwood, Helen. *In foreign parts: books and pamphlets on the world beyond Western Europe printed before 1900 in Canterbury Cathedral Library*. Canterbury: Dean and Chapter, Canterbury Cathedral, 2000. 0950139238 $40.00
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**The Library**

In the library I sat  
in the silence of my own world, quiet world  
Shattered.  
The loud voice across the room, the thump of bag  
Let everyone know I am here!

In the library I sat  
in the silence of my own world, quiet world  
gone, just an illusion.  
The discussion of football, the great Aussie icon  
Everyone wants to hear?

In the library I sat  
in the silence of my own world, quiet world  
in desperation as I struggle  
to decipher the world of YHWH.  
I have lost my way  
my way shattered, gone  
my time, no more.

In the library I sat  
in the silence of my own world, quiet world  
I pray to my God, for calm,  
for peace of mind  
as I try to repair the lost thought  
that I will never again own!
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